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Origins of Harder Rock- Part 2
Suggested Albums From Cream, Deep Purple,
Led Zeppelin and Black Sabbath

Douglas Brown
In Part 1 of my review of late 1960s
and early 1970s era albums which
were fundamental to the development of hard rock and heavy metal,
I explored some of the greatest albums from Jimi Hendrix, The Who
and The MC5. You can now find
this article in the “Features / Audio”
section on www.canadahifi.com.
In Part 2, I’ll examine several bands
whose records redefined what could
be done with hard music. The goal
here is to provide some direction as
to which albums you might want
to add to your music collection in
the on-going search for cool music
which you may not have heard of.
Cream - The Very Best of Cream
Formed in July 1966 and considered by many to be the first rock
‘super group’ to ever exist, Cream
consisted of Eric Clapton (guitars),
Ginger Baker (drums and percussion), and Jack Bruce (bass and
vocals).
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Following tenures with The Yardbirds and John Mayall & the Bluesbreakers, in early 1966, Eric Clapton was looking for a new band
to pour his restless and relentless
musical ideas and guitar virtuosity into. While all three members
of Cream were well-known in the
UK blues-rock music scene, when
they formed in the summer of 1966,
Clapton was widely regarded as the
best blues-rock guitarist in the entire British Isles.

to the 4 studio albums which they
released.
The compilation album The Very
Best of Cream [Polydor 314 523
752-2] contains a diverse crosssection of Cream’s songs from all
four of their studio releases. Classic tracks from Fresh Cream (1966),
Disraeli Gears (1967), Wheels of
Fire (1968), and Goodbye (1969)
present their uniquely heavy and
technically challenging sound in all
of its overdriven glory.
While songs like ‘Spoonful’, ‘Born
Under a Bad Sign’, ‘NSU’, ‘We’re
Going Wrong’, and ‘Sitting on Top
of the World’ all display Cream’s
penchant for digging deep into
monstrous electric-blues grooves,
it’s some of their faster and heavier
tracks like ‘Sunshine of Your Love’,
‘Tales of Brave Ulysses’, ‘White
Room’, ‘Those Were the Days’, and
‘Crossroads’ that clearly influenced
hard rock and heavy metal down
Despite only existing for 3½ years, through the next 5 decades. FortuCream’s influence on modern hard nately for listeners, this compilation
rock music is out of all proportion contains all of these amazing songs.
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Regardless of whether you were to feature vocalist Ian Gillan’s dy- tures and meandering organ inlucky enough to have seen them namic singing and Roger Glover’s terludes, the song ‘Child in Time’
play live in their halcyon days in powerful and melodic bass. Com- clocks in at 10:15. Musically speakthe late 1960s, or are just discover- bined with Jon Lord’s virtuoso key- ing, it redefined what could be done
ing them today, The Very Best of board and Hammond organ work, with an epic-length hard rock track.
Cream is a superb CD.
drummer Ian Paice’s cerebral per- Part of this song was even used
Cream’s sound mixed elements of cussion, and Ritchie Blackmore’s to great effect in the Hollywood
the blues, swing, psychedelic, and frenetic guitar wizardry, today, In blockbuster movie Twister.
late-1960’s nascent heavy-metal Rock is considered to be one of the
In Rock is one of my ‘Desert Isrock into a hybrid form of limitless cornerstones in the foundation of all land Discs’. This album delivered
music which predated, foreshad- forms of modern-day hard rock and the speed, power, and technical
owed, and influenced Led Zeppelin, heavy metal.
virtuosity which would become the
Deep Purple, and Black Sabbath.
As rock musicians went, in the tenets of the New Wave of British
While the constant stress of tour- early 1970s Deep Purple’s indi- Heavy Metal [NWoBHM] moveing took its toll on all 3 members, vidual members could out-play ment, of Heavy Metal in the 1980s
the musical synergy that Cream just about everyone else who was and beyond, and of all modern rock
had—especially live—is simply re- around at that time. As a collective music being played fast and loud. If
markable. Just listen to the unstop- whole, Deep Purple’s musical syn- you’re curious to know where this
pable groove that they have going ergy was simply unmatched.
style of music started, it should be
on the live version of ‘Crossroads’.
While the first three Deep Purple on your ‘short list’ of albums to buy.
Anchored by Clapton’s virtuoso albums had drawn influences from
lead-guitar and Bruce’s powerful psyche, blues, folk, and even classi- Machine Head
vocals, Cream played live like they cal music, In Rock took all of these Even though the members of the
were on some sort of religious mis- influences further; in fact, much ‘Mach-2’ version of Deep Purple
sion to bring their vision of electric- further. They collectively combined had only been together for two
blues to the masses.
the despairing sound of the blues, years when Machine Head was reIf I ever figure out how to build a the panoramic sound of psychedel- corded, the album sounds like a matime machine out of a Delorean, the ic music, and the light-hearted me- ture release from a band who knew
first place in recent history that I’m anderings of folk music, and then exactly how to capture the volcanic
going to visit is London England played them far faster and heavier. energy of their live shows on tape in
to see Cream’s Farewell Concert at At the same time, they also added the studio environment.
the Royal Albert Hall in November a darker edge to the music. What
Ian Paice was an astounding
1968. Why…? Listen to the music emerged was a prototype collection drummer who had the musical maon this compilation and you’ll know of classic hard rock songs which all turity to never overwhelm, or overwhy.
future genres of metal classify as an play, songs with bombastic, lunatic,
or unnecessary drum solos; and/or
influence.
The first track on In Rock titled superfluous percussion.
Jon Lord played keyboards with
‘Speed King’ roars forth with a fastbreaking lead guitar riff. Combined such authority, dexterity, and conwith solid percussion, great rhythm, fidence, that he single-handedly
and a curious organ solo, this song made the Hammond organ a force
drives listeners headlong into a bar- to be reckoned with in hard rock
rage of intricate lead guitar solos. music. Although formally trained
Gillian’s knife-edged feral screams as a classical pianist, Lord’s atset the vocal tone for the entire al- titude was that of a thoroughbred
bum.
rock musician who could play techThe tracks ‘Bloodsucker’, ‘Flight nically intricate (read: near imposof the Rat’, ‘Into the Fire’, and ‘Liv- sible) neo-classical keyboard lines,
Deep Purple - In Rock and Ma- ing Wreck’ are all musically struc- but also had the creative skill and
chine Head
tured around the same heavy bass- imagination to, seemingly at will,
An album that’s essential to under- laden rhythms, fast guitar lines, and add staggering amounts of atmostanding the history of hard rock screaming vocals. Numerous swift sphere or utterly bizarre sounding
and heavy metal is Deep Purple’s and atmospheric guitar, drum, or- staccato bursts from his keyboards.
1970 Deep Purple In Rock [Warner gan, and bass solos punctuate all of
And, just as on the In Rock alBros CD 1877].
these songs with creative and unex- bum, Ian Gillan brings a commandWhile In Rock is Deep Purple’s pected musical complexity.
ing swagger, unstoppable fun, and
fourth album, it was their 1st release
With its progressive time signa- screaming gusto to every track on
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Machine Head.
attempting to get some sort of understand- called ‘The Child’. In fact, he insisted that
The song ‘Highway Star’ begins with a ing of what Zeppelin’s extensive back it should be referred to as something so
galloping energy that infuses all listeners catalogue sounds like? There is a simple, heavy, so doom-laden, and so destructive
with a demented smile. It’s one of those cost-effective answer to this question: and that the first thing to pop into his mind to
‘I just went temporarily insane Officer’ that answer is their Mothership (Atlantic adequately describe its awesome power,
types of songs that’ll have you nervously R2 313148) compilation.
indeed, was ‘The 1st four Black Sabbath
searching for the right words to try to exMothership is a 2-CD collection of 24 albums’.
plain why you were driving 180KpH on a of Led Zeppelin’s songs. These two-dozen
Despite innumerable personnel changes
posted 100KpH freeway.
tracks were chosen in 2007 by the remain- over the course of the last 45 plus years,
If you use the ‘Highway Star’ legal de- ing members (Jimmy Page, Robert Plant, Black Sabbath is still touring and releasfense in a traffic court in the British Isles, and Jon Paul Jones) of Zeppelin. The re- ing albums. As of June 2015, the sheer
the presiding judge will (probably) disnumber of studio albums, live albums,
miss your case, grant you leniency, and
concert DVDs and Blu-ray discs which
allow you to leave on your own recognithe band has released is difficult to even
sance. After paying a fine for breaking the
comprehend.
speed limit, all will be forgiven. Yes… the
So where does a curious listener who’s
song ‘Highway Star’ is that good.
either new to Sabbath or who just wants to
While the tracks ‘Maybe I’m a Leo’,
hear the highlights of their 1970s records
‘Pictures of Home’, and ‘Never Before’
even start? The 2-CD compilation Sympare all superb radio-friendly rock songs,
tom of the Universe: The Original Black
the epic track ‘Smoke on the Water’ is
Sabbath 1970-1978 [Warner Brothers R2
the most memorable. Based on the surreal
73772] offers a superb 29 track cross-secevents witnessed at a live Frank Zappa
tion of remastered songs from all eight of
show at the Montreux Casino in Switzertheir 1970s era studio albums which fealand in December 1971, ‘Smoke’ neatly mastered tracks sound phenomenal.
ture Ozzy Osbourne on lead vocals.
describes, and documents, the chaos of
The songs were selected from every one
The importance of Black Sabbath’s
what happened.
of Zeppelin’s original studio albums dat- doom’n’gloom sound to the history of
Unless you’re new to Deep Purple or ing from 1969 to 1978. All of their hits are harder rock music cannot be underestihave been living on another planet for the here, including: ‘Good Times, Bad Times’; mated. Hundreds of rock bands and entire
last 43 years, you’ve probably heard the ‘Communication Breakdown’; ‘Dazed and genres of metal music can trace the roots
famous chords from this track a few times. Confused’; ‘Whole Lotta Love’; ‘Ramble of their sound directly to Sabbath’s influAnd while ‘Smoke on the Water’ has been On’; ‘Heartbreaker’; ‘Immigrant Song’; ence.
over-played to such an extent that 7 out of ‘Rock & Roll’; ‘Black Dog’; ‘Stairway to
In trying to explain how special—and
10 Latvians think it’s the Swiss national Heaven’; ‘D’yer Maker’; ‘No Quarter’; that’s “special” as in unique… not as in
anthem, it’s still a classic hard rock song. ‘Houses of the Holy’; ‘Kashmir’; ‘Achil- ‘Olympian’—Sabbath’s 1970s back cata‘Lazy’ is a bluesy jam with, of all things, les Last Stand’; ‘In the Evening’; and ‘All logue of eight albums with Ozzy truly is,
a harmonica solo in the middle of it. The of my Love’.
I can confidently say that Black Sabbath
final song Space Truckin’ is built around a
If you weren’t born until the 1990s or changed the way modern hard rock music
monster riff, orchestral organ chords, and were raised in a part of the world where sounds. Their influence on generations of
simple—but awesome—lyrics.
no classic rock radio stations ever existed, rock musicians is undeniable.
In short, in order to understand the roots this compilation is an excellent starting
Fortunately for music fans, the compiof modern hard rock and metal, Machine point. For anyone curious about discover- lation Symptom captures the pioneering
Head is another ‘must own’ disc.
ing one of the bands most directly respon- spirit of Black Sabbath’s music in all of
sible for founding hard rock, the NWoB- its glory. Awe inspiring Sabbath songs
Led Zeppelin - Mothership
HM (New Wave of British Heavy Metal), like ‘Black Sabbath’, ‘The Wizard’, ‘ParThe eight original studio albums released and metal music, this is the Led Zeppelin anoid’, ‘Iron Man’, ‘War Pigs’, ‘Sweet
by Led Zeppelin are all worth owning. compilation to invest in.
Leaf’, ‘Children of the Grave’, ‘SnowThere are no “filler” tracks on any of them.
blind’, ‘Sabbath Bloody Sabbath’, ‘SabThe music contained on those eight re- Black Sabbath
bra Cadabra’, ‘Symptom of the Universe’,
cords so dramatically influenced the next The last time ‘El Niño’ reared its ugly ‘Rock’n’Roll Doctor’, ‘Dirty Women’,
45+ years of rock’n’roll, that ignoring head, a tenured geo-physicist at UCLA and ‘Never Say Die’ are all included in
or disregarding any of Zeppelin’s work started an on-line campaign to have El Ni- this collection.
while all four original members were still ño’s name changed to ‘The 1st four Black
The remastered versions sound phenomalive would be historically irresponsible; Sabbath albums’.
enal and, if you haven’t already bought all
to say the least.
Why…? He felt that naming a weath- of their discs on heavy-weight 180 gram
But where does the audiophile or newbie er front that’s causing billions of dollars or 200 gram vinyl, this 2-CD compilation
on a constrained budget even begin when worth of geophysical damage shouldn’t be is a joy to own.
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Digital Music Player Shopping Guide
Everything You Need To Know To Find a Player Within Your Budget

Frank Labonte
Every music listener on the planet
has an opinion on the merits of
digital verses analogue audio. This
debate started in the 80’s and rages
on to this day, with each camp sticking firmly to their guns. Consensus
is elusive to say the least. Most
would agree that digital audio is far
more convenient – the files can last
forever, don’t need to be cleaned,
are easily duplicated and thousands
can fit on small and highly portable
storage devices. Sound quality is
much more contentious. In the early days of digital audio, many audio
enthusiasts felt that CDs were lacking and really failed to provide the
warmth and musicality of a good
turntable. Later, the high levels of
compression used in MP3 files adversely affected their sound quality.
Consequently, many listeners felt
that the sound quality of the turntable outweighed the convenience
of the digital format.
However, as with any other technology, digital audio has evolved.
Resolution and bandwidth have increased dramatically since the original 16 bit/44.1 KHz CDs. Uncom-
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pressed 24 bit/192 KHz recordings high quality audio. Even hardcore
are now readily available from ven- analogue enthusiasts may see some
dors like HDtracks.com. These files appeal.
The DMP is in essence similar to
have 256 times more resolution and
more than 4 times the bandwidth a file server in the computer world
of CDs. Regardless of whether you but is tweaked and specialized for
fall in the digital or analogue camp, disseminating digital music files. In
there’s no question that high quality fact, some of these systems are quite
digital audio has progressed to the literally computers running custompoint where it can unequivocally ized user interfaces designed spebe considered a legitimate audio- cifically for music file distribution.
phile medium. Furthermore, digital They have a motherboard, CPU
audio’s maturity coupled with its and RAM just like your desktop at
undeniable convenience has made home or work. As for hard drives,
it the dominant player in both the some have them, and some don’t.
More on this later…
home and the professional realms.
The way we deliver digital audio
DMPs allow you to sort, organize
to our homes has similarly evolved. and store all your digital music and
Today, we can play digital audio play it on your home stereo. They
files on computers, gaming con- can accommodate just about every
soles, smart phones, tablets, iPods file format like WAV, AIFF, FLAC,
or other portable devices and, a ALAC, ATRAC, ATRAC Advanced
relative newcomer to the market, Lossless, MP3, AAC, WMA, DSD,
the Digital Music Player or Media PCM, Ogg, MPEG-4 AAC and
Server – let’s call them DMPs. Dig- DSD over PCM. You can make
ital Music Players are the next it- playlists and automatically downeration in digital audio components load metadata like album cover art
and clearly demonstrate how far and track titles. You can also disthis technology has come. Unlike tribute your music throughout your
the DMP’s early ancestors, the CD home via wireless or wired network
and the MP3 player, these devices connections. Some DMPs can auencompass both convenience and tomatically rip a 60 minute CD in
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File Type

Sampling Freq.

Bit Rate

Bit Length

File Extension

WMA

32/44.1/48 kHz

48-192 kbps

-

.wma

MP3

32/44.1/48 kHz

32-320 kbps

-

.mp3

WAV

32/44.48/88.2/96/176.4/192 kHz

-

16/24 bits

.wav

MPEG-4 AAC

32/44.1/48 kHz

16-320 kbps

-

.aac/.m4a/.mp4

FLAC

32/44.48/88.2/96/176.4/192 kHz

-

16/24 bits

.Àac

ALAC

32/44.1/48/88.2/96 kHz

-

16/24 bits

.m4a

AIFF

32/44.48/88.2/96/176.4/192 kHz

-

16/24 bits

.aif/.aiff

DSD (stereo)

2.8 MHz-5.6 MHz

-

-

.dsf/.dff

Table 1. Marantz explicitly spells out every file type, sampling frequency and resolution their NA6005 DMP is
capable of. This is a very nice touch. The unit is also capable of decoding standard PCM signals like those found
on a CD.
about 10 minutes. However, DMPs
haven’t really ventured into the
world of surround sound yet so they
are usually only two channel stereo
devices. Surround sound can still be
simulated by receivers or decoders
equipped with codecs like Audyssey DSX or DTS Neo:X.
So what exactly is a Digital Music
Player?
I know what you’re thinking…
Didn’t he just explain that? I did,
sort of. There’s a complication in
that different manufactures have
different ideas about what a Digital Music Player is. Furthermore,
there’s no convention in the terminology. In the world of DMPs, a
complete or “all-in-one” solution
is comprised of the server itself, internal storage, and an internal Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC).
However, some products contain
only the server whereas others will
have all three, yet both can be labelled as Digital Music Players. For
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example, the NAD M50 is a Digital ferentiate between units that include
Music Player that does not have an CD-players, DVD-players or tuners.
internal DAC or internal storage. It should be clear by now that this is
On the other hand, Sony’s HAP- currently a very convoluted area in
Z1ES does have internal storage audio. Hopefully things will evenand an internal DAC. Things get tually settle down into clear welleven more complicated when you defined and well-named categories.
consider that the NAD M50 adds a Meanwhile, understanding these isCD-player but the Sony HAP-Z1ES sues is a big step towards making a
doesn’t. Some products even add wise purchase.
AM/FM tuners. If you walk away
with just one piece of information “Music File Servers”
from this article, it should be that The intent for server-only solutions
some DMPs are just plain servers is clear. External storage and an
that require external storage and an external DAC is required. External
external DAC whereas others may storage can be something as simple
be partial or all-in-one solutions. as a hard drive or a thumb drive
Knowing this will help prevent you plugged into the server’s USB port.
from buying too much or too little Some models offer eSATA ports for
external SATA hard drives. One imhardware.
I would urge manufacturers to portant thing to note is that many of
come up with clear terminology to these products are Linux-based so
differentiate between server-only they use ext formatted drives for
solutions versus partial or all-in- storage. This means that you can’t
one solutions - perhaps “Music File plug in an existing drive with muServer” versus “Digital Music Play- sic on it and hope to go from there.
er”. However, this still wouldn’t dif- The server will want to reformat the
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drive which would destroy all your
existing files. It’s best to start with
a clean, fresh drive and let the server reformat the drive as it sees fit.
Your music can then be transferred
to the new drive through your networked computer.
Storage can also be on your computer or Network Attached Storage
(NAS) or any other device on your
network. Network connectivity is
a standard feature for “Music File
Servers”. Through your network,
they can access not only your existing music files but also thousands of internet radio sites and
subscription-based services like
Deezer, TIDAL, SiriusXM and
Spotify. Apple’s AirPlay, which allows servers to stream music from
Apple products is also a common
feature. Bluetooth further expands
the list of potentially connected devices. There’s no lack of connectivity with these products.
As stated earlier, one of the characteristics of these “server-only”
products is the need for an external
DAC. Consequently, these units
include an appropriate compliment of digital outputs for use with
your DAC. TOSLINK, coaxial,
AES/EBU, USB, and HDMI (audio only) are some of the options

NAD also manufactures the M52 “Digital Music Players”
Digital Music Vault. The M52 is These all-in-one units have inteintended to provide dedicated ex- grated storage and built-in DACs.
ternal storage for the M50 server. The Bluesound Vault fits nicely
It’s cosmetically matched to the into this category as it includes the
M50. Together, they make a hand- server, 2TBs of internal storage
some pair of components. However, and a digital to analogue converter.
the M52 is much more than just a Some all-in-one models even have
pretty external hard drive, it’s a full digital inputs so that they may be
blown RAID 5 array. If you’re not used as dedicated DACs. The storfamiliar with this IT lingo, RAID is age typically found in DMPs is less
an acronym that stands for Redun- sophisticated than the RAID 5 ardant Array of Independent Discs. ray found in the NAD M52. It ofIt’s a storage method by which digi- ten consists of a single hard drive
tal information is distributed across without any built-in redundancy.
a minimum of three different hard In order to protect your music coldrives. If one of the hard drives fail, lection, it should be backed up to
its contents can be recreated from a secondary external location such
the content of the other two, allow- as a USB hard drive, a computer or
ing it to be rebuilt automatically NAS. Some all-in-one DMPs go a
once the failed drive is replaced. step further and even offer built-in
The M52 contains three 1TB media amplification. Perfect examples of
drives which gives it 2TB of redun- this are Naim Audio’s Uniti range
of players as well as various proddant storage.
NAD also manufactures the M51 ucts from Cocktail Audio.
dedicated DAC. It features both
balanced and unbalanced analogue Sonos
outputs and is also cosmetically The Sonos wired / wireless HiFi
matched to the M50. The three to- system is perhaps the most popugether form a complete audiophile lar DMP in the world. However,
grade system that doesn’t require a it doesn’t fall neatly into either
computer at all, whereas many oth- product category. It consists of
ers do. Though not a necessity, the Sonos speakers and a device like
NAD system is fully capable of in- a smartphone or a tablet running

you may find on various products.
Your external DAC need not be a
dedicated component. A modern receiver with digital inputs will work
perfectly well too.
The NAD M50 is a perfect example of a “server-only” DMP but

terfacing with computers, tablets or
smartphones should you choose to.
Finally, the M50 adds one last but
important feature; its optical drive,
which allows it to play CDs directly,
or rip them to the M52 Music Vault
in about 10 minutes.
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the Sonos App. Unlike traditional
passive units, Sonos speakers are
active. They contain a built-in music streamer, DAC, amplifier and
the speaker itself. When you play
music with a Sonos system, the app
wirelessly streams the content to
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the speakers. These in turn, receive, con- est contributor to your
vert, amplify and play. It makes for a won- DMP’s sound quality so
derfully clean and efficient setup.
you should definitely purIf you already have an amplifier and chase the best one your
speakers, the Sonos Connect will serve pocket book can afford.
as a wired or wireless receiver and DAC.
USB DACs are esJust connect the analogue outputs to sentially external sound
your amplifier and you’re ready to go. cards for a computer.
The Connect has a built-in volume con- With a traditional internal
trol so you don’t even need a preamp. If sound card, the audio bit
you have speakers but no amplifier, the stream travels across the
Connect:Amp adds an internal amplifier PCI-E bus and into the
to the mix.
sound card’s DAC chip
The Sonos app is a wonderful piece producing an analogue
of software. It’s very intuitive and user output. With a USB DAC, the bit stream
friendly. It also makes it really easy to is transferred to the sound card via the
setup a multi-room system. Sonos offers USB port rather than the PCI-E bus. Howthree different speaker models and even a ever, early versions of USB were simply
wireless subwoofer. With its very reason- not designed for streaming audio so there
able pricing and first rate industrial design, were certain limitations. Later generations
it’s easy to see why Sonos has become so solved these issues. Make sure that the
popular. The only downsides are that the model you’re interested in supports the
Sonos system doesn’t offer any onboard Asynchronous USB Audio Class 2 stanstorage, nor is it capable of decoding high dard. This standard supports 24 bit resoresolution formats like FLAC 24 bit/192 lution and sampling rates up to 192 KHz.
KHz.
The earlier Class 1.1 standard was limited
to 24 bits and 96 KHz. The NAD M51

A word about DACs
DAC is a great example of a model sup24 bit/192 KHz audio files may be the porting the USB Audio Class 2 standard.
highest resolution you’ve come across You should also make sure that the DAC
but believe it or not, it doesn’t stop there. supports all the file formats that you’re inSome DACs can process 32bit/384 KHz terested in decoding including DSD.
files. Even sampling rates as high as
24.576 MHz are available. Insane? Per- Audiophile Grade
haps, but it is out there. Octuple-rate Di- Like any other audiophile-grade products,
rect Stream Digital (DSD) recording ca- build quality and component selection
pabilities are found in some professional matters. Higher end products distinguish
gear. The consumer electronics industry themselves by using top-shelf DACs opwon’t have to worry about this anytime erating in differential mode. Re-clocking
soon but stopping at 192 KHz seems pre- is used to reduce jitter and discrete commature. Super Audio CD (SACD) uses ponents replace op-amps. And you won’t
the DSD encoding scheme. If you wish to find any cheap caps here! Audiophile
decode stereo DSD files, a 5.6 MHz DSD grade capacitors and precision metal-film
compliant DAC would be a great idea. resistors are used. Have a balanced preThe Marantz NA8005 boasts this capa- amp with XLR connectors? No problem,
bility. I cannot understate the importance XLR outputs are easy to find in this group.
of your DAC. It will be the single larg- To top it all off, beefy shielded power
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supplies and fan free designs are typical
for this grade of product. The Canadianmade Bryston BDP-2 is a perfect example
of an audiophile grade DMP.
Big Perks and Little Perks
McIntosh Laboratory calls their MB100
player a “media bridge”. This unit offers
two zone capabilities. This is achieved by
using the digital or analogue outputs with
one zone and the USB output with the
other. There is however a catch. This will
only work with other USB capable McIntosh products.
Some models offer nice little perks.
They’re not game changers by any stretch
but they certainly are convenient. The
Marantz NA6005 for example offers
“Standby Recharging”. This feature allows
you to recharge a portable device such
as an iPod or smartphone even when the
NA6005 is in standby mode. And once the
charging cycle is complete, it puts itself
into an even lower power consumption
standby mode that uses less than half a
watt.
Some units offer variable analogue
outputs that allow you to connect them
directly to an amplifier. Some offer gapless playback although not always for every file format. For example, the Marantz
NA6005 offers gapless playback but only
for WAV, FLAC, ALAC, AIFF and DSD
files. Headphone amplifiers are found in
some models as well. Sony’s HAP-Z1ES
offers a Digital Sound Enhancement Engine (DSEE) to enhance low resolution
music files.
Controls
DMPs are similar to modern receivers in
that a plethora of control options are available to you. In addition to the tried and
true handheld remote, remote control in-
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put and output ports as well as IR flashers
are available on some models. Manufacturers also frequently provide control apps
for iOS and Android smart phones and
tablets. Some can be controlled through
a webpage or by a home automation system like Crestron via an RS-232 port. 12
volt trigger inputs and outputs also allow
them to turn on, or be turned on by other
components.
Before buying a particular unit, download its control app and head to your
dealer to give it a spin. Not all apps are
created equal. Some have better, more
user-friendly interfaces than others. Certain apps may control only basic functions while others provide a broader range
of possibilities. Some make great use of
metadata like album cover art while others ignore it. Sometimes they can broaden
your musical palette by suggesting similar
tracks or artists. It’s important to remember that these apps are software and just
like any other piece of software, sometimes they suffer from bugs. Connectivity
problems have been reported on occasion
so it’s very important to try it out. On the
bright side, it’s software so it can always
be rewritten, tweaked or debugged. It
might be useful to ask the manufacturer
how often they release software updates
for their apps.
Computer Based Solutions
Your computer itself can serve as a DMP.
In fact, it’s quite a common solution. Software media players like VLC can play
a broad range of file formats. And who
could forget iTunes! A staple for many,
iTunes allows access to Apple’s vast library of titles. Winamp and MediaMonkey
are also popular players. A quick Google
search can reveal plenty of other options
for managing and playing your music.
In order to get the music from your
computer to your stereo you can use your
sound card’s analogue output but you really don’t want to. A USB DAC will be
required to maximize your sound quality. Remember that your USB DAC will
be the biggest contributor to your DMP’s
sound quality so don’t skimp out here. As
pointed out earlier, you should look for
a DAC that supports the Asynchronous
USB Audio Class 2 standard and can decode all the file formats you’re interested
in using, even DSD.
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Unfortunately, using your computer as
a DMP can be somewhat awkward. You
need to be sitting in front of it and using
your keyboard and mouse to control it. I,
for one, would much prefer the comfort
of my listening chair than an office chair
at a desk. Furthermore, some computers
can be noisy. Not something you want in
a critical listening environment. Laptops
are decidedly smaller and more manageable than desktops but are still large and
clunky compared to smartphones or tablets. Consequently, I would opt for the
smartphone or tablet option. This way you
can easily sit in your favorite recliner right
in the sweet spot.
Hard Drives and Backups
Regardless of whether you choose a computer-based solution or dedicated hardware, I would urge you to be diligent with
your music file backups. Nobody wants to
lose a collection with thousands or even
tens of thousands of titles. Although modern hard drives are far more reliable than
early generations, they still can, and do,
fail. Automated solutions are great since
you don’t need to remember to perform a
manual backup all the time. NAD’s RAID
5 scheme comes from the computer world
and can even be implemented in desktop
computers although you need a minimum
of three hard drives. Mirroring or RAID
1 is a simpler method where two drives
are exactly duplicated or mirrored in real
time. If one drive fails, an intact copy of
its content exists on the other drive. These
techniques can work very well if properly
implemented, but for most of us a simple
external hard drive will work just fine.
If you’re serious about making highly
reliable backups of your music collection, you should be aware that there are
different types and grades of hard drives
available. With traditional mechanical
hard drives, you can buy typical desktop
grade units which are designed for light
duty use. There are also enterprise class
drives which are designed for use in servers and data centers. These are constructed
with higher quality parts and are built to
be pounded on 24 hours a day. The end
result is a far more reliable drive. One
manufacturer specifies a 1.2 million hour
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) rate
for theses drives compared to an unspecified MTBF rate for desktop drives. Note

that the external USB hard drives offered
by many manufacturers almost always use
desktop grade hard drives. You can use an
enterprise class hard drive as an external
USB drive, but you’ll have to purchase
the drive, and an external enclosure separately and assemble it yourself. Be careful to properly ground yourself before
handling the bare drive. This will protect
it from damaging electrostatic discharges.
Solid State Drives (SSDs) are also an option. These store information in non-volatile memory chips rather than magnetic
platters. The fact that these units do not
have any moving parts gives them a speed
and reliability advantage over their mechanical counterparts. However, they’re
not infallible either. One manufacturer
specs its SSDs as having a 1.5 million
hour MTBF rate. According to this number, it’s a little more reliable still than the
enterprise class mechanical drives. However, it should be noted that manufactures
don’t always rate MTBF the same way, so
these numbers can’t necessarily be compared. In the speed category, SSDs win
hands down as they frequently boast read
speeds in excess of 500 MB/s and writing speeds that aren’t too far behind. As
for storage capacity, the tried and true
mechanical drives have the undeniable
advantage as they can store about 6 times
more data than SSDs.
Conclusion
By now, you should have gained a clearer
picture of what’s going on in the world of
Digital Music Players. It’s a bit of a mess
but don’t let that discourage you. With a
little bit of thought and consideration, you
can build yourself a very capable system
that will likely meet your needs for some
time to come. Start by identifying exactly
what it is you want to do and how you
want to do it. Knowing this will go a very
long way to making the right purchase. Do
some research and make sure the models
you’re looking at can play the file types
you’re interested in, have or don’t have a
DAC, and can store your files safely and
securely. Also make sure that the connectivity and control options you seek are
supported. In the end, your new purchase
will be well worth it and will keep your
stereo humming along for a good long
time. Best of luck!
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Outfitting an Audio System with Nordost Norse 2
Tyr 2 Cables and QRT QBASE Power Distribution
Suave Kajko
Many decisions need to be undertaken in
the quest to assemble a high quality hifi or
home theatre system and CANADA HiFi
buyer guides can play an instrumental
role in helping you make the right choices.
Our website www.canadahifi.com offers
shopping guides for just about every hifi
and video component you can think of.
As a well versed music listener you should
know that once you’ve carefully chosen
your electronics and speakers, it is time
to turn your attention to cables and power
delivery. Your system could be comprised
of highly capable components but in order
to maximize their performance - and deliver the depth and nuances found in live
musical performances - you will need to
connect them with good quality cables
and provide them with clean power.
Nordost has a history dating back to
1991 and is regarded as one of the most
respected cable brands in the world, offering a wealth of products designed to
extract every ounce of performance out of
a system. In addition to cables, Nordost
also offers a selection of power products
and resonance control devices. All Nordost products are manufactured in Massachusetts, USA to the highest standard of
quality.
Audio has been my hobby for over 20
years, so naturally I’m no stranger to trying different cables and accessories in my
system. For the last couple of years my
reference 2-channel system has been happily outfitted with the Nordost Leif Blue
Heaven series of cables. I’ve always been
very pleased with the neutrality and performance of the Leif cables but having
listened to systems wired up with higher
level Nordost cables, I knew there was
more to be gained. When the opportunity
to connect my system with the Norse 2
Tyr 2 cables came up earlier this year, I
just couldn’t pass it up. To accompany
these new cables, I also got to try out the
Nordost QRT QBASE QB8 power distribution unit.
Where exactly does the Tyr 2 fit in the
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Nordost family of products? The Nordost
collection of cables consists of four main
families of products. From entry-level to
high-end, they are: Leif, Norse 2, Valhalla
2 and Odin 2 - each name influenced by
Nordic Mythology. Each of these, with
the exception of Valhalla 2, is then further
broken down into multiple series. The
Norse 2 family, under review here, for example contains the Heimdall 2 (reviewed
a few issues earlier by George de Sa), Frey
2 and Tyr 2 series. For my reference system than, the upgrade from the Leif Blue
Heaven series to the Norse 2 Tyr 2 series
meant a jump forward of four cable series.
The big question of course is - how much
of an improvement in performance would
such an upgrade offer in my system?
Meet the Norse 2 Tyr 2 Cable Series
Tyr, pronounced “tear”, is the Nordic god
of war from Nordic Mythology. Comic
book fans might also recognize Tyr from
one of the epic battles in Marvel’s “Thor”
comic series. Along with Thor and Balder,
Tyr is one of Odin’s biological sons. Odin
is of course also Nordost’s flagship, reference family of cables.
Back down on planet Earth, Tyr 2 takes

the highest pole position in the Norse 2
cable series. At its core, the Tyr 2 series is
built on the same foundations as the Leif
series in my reference system: utilizing
silver-plated, OFC solid core conductors,
extruded FEP insulation and a mechanically tuned construction. What distinguishes the entire Norse 2 series from the
Leif series, is Nordost’s proprietary Mono-Filament technology that creates a
virtual air dielectric, achieved by winding
an FEP filament in a precise spiral around
each conductor before extruding an outer
FEP “sleeve” around it. This technology
minimizes contact between the sleeve and
the conductor and as a result lessens dielectric absorption while enhancing mechanical damping and geometrical precision. Further enhancing performance, the
Norse 2 family makes use of asymmetrical grounding, which significantly lowers
the noise floor by increasing the quality
of the ground. Lastly, the Norse 2 family
offers mechanically tuned lengths, which
help to reduce internal microphony and
high-frequency impedance resonance.
The Norse 2 RCA interconnects also offer Nordost MoonGlo connectors, the best,
highest quality connectors I have ever en-
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nordost tyr 2

countered in any cable. As you might expect, many of these technologies utilized
in the Norse 2 family have trickled down
from the years of research and development spent on the company’s Reference
and Supreme Reference Ranges.
To try out in my own reference system,
Nordost sent me a full loom of Tyr 2 cables, which included multiple power cords
($3,799 each / 2m length), RCA interconnects ($2,509 pair / 1m length), XLR interconnects ($2,509 pair / 1m length), as
well as a pair of speaker cables ($6,249
pair / 2m length). To complete my system,
I also asked Nordost to provide me with
a Norse 2 Heimdall 2 digital interconnect
($734 each / 1m length) and the QBASE
QB8 power distribution unit ($1,399).
QRT Power Products and the QBASE
QB8 Power Distributor
As mentioned above, in addition to cables
Nordost also produces a series of power
products, which include QBASE power
distributors, QX power purifiers, the QV2
AC line harmonizer and the QK1 AC enhancer. All of these devices are designed
to improve the quality of AC power delivered to the sensitive electronics in an
audio or home theatre system, thereby
significantly enhancing sonic and video
quality.
The QBASE-Mark II QB8 power distribution unit, supplied for this review,
provides a straight-line, low-loss AC
distribution path from the wall socket
to your components. It does not feature
any form of in-line filtering or active cir-
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cuitry, in order to offer into a single system. One system included
the lowest possible AC my recently purchased, very special Jeff
supply impedance. Its Rowland Continuum S2 integrated amp (a
star-earthed design pro- spectacular sounding amp in every regard;
vides a connection to check out my review on www.canadahifi.
the cleanest possible com) and my long-standing Focal Electra
ground via a centrally 1008 Be II speakers. The second system
located “Primary Earth” comprised of the ModWright Instruments
output socket.
This KWA 100 amplifier, the LS 100 tube
is achieved by adding preamplifier and Monitor Audio GX 200
a tiny lift in the earth speakers. In both systems, my sources
impedance of all of the were the Bryston BDP-1 digital player
other output sockets, and the Sonos system, running through
which routes the signal a Bryston BDA-1 DAC. During my lisgrounds directly to the tening sessions, I also compared the Tyr 2
centre of the star and cables to many other cables I had on hand,
the clean earth terminal. including Nordost’s own Leif Blue HeavThe QB8 features an en and Norse 2 Heimdall 2 cables. Editor
impressively construct- George de Sa also joined me, lending a
ed aluminium casework second set of ears and valuable input, durthat is a pleasure to lay your eyes on, much ing one of my extended listening sessions.
like a high-end audio component. The
metal components and internal PC board Listening Tests: QB8 Power
combine to make a single, mechanically- Distribution Box
tuned construction that resists vibrations, I began by integrating the QB8 power disdesigned carefully to improve power tribution box into my system, along with
performance. The QB8 offers eight well- a Tyr 2 power cable, running between the
spaced sockets, mounted to a very sturdy wall outlet and the QB8. I’ve had a highend passive power distribution unit in my
frame plate.
Eight and four socket versions of this system for the last several years, albeit a
power distributor are available in the US, lower priced unit than the QB8, so I didn’t
European and Australian markets, while expect much of an improvement, if any at
the UK version offers a single six-socket all. But of course I spun up a few of my
model. Each unit is equipped with a fuse favourite tracks and listened carefully.
The “Songs of Anarchy” soundtracks
which provides over-current protection of
have always sounded great in my listening
the source circuit.
room, offering natural vocals, palpable inA Systematic Approach To Connecting strument performances, a vast amount of
musical details and a formidable soundthe Cables
Does the order in which you upgrade stage. With the QB8 power distribution
cables in the system matter? Absolutely. unit and the Tyr 2 power cable in play, I
The power chain begins at the wall outlet immediately noticed something I haven’t
so this is where you should start, and then heard before. The three-dimensional
follow the flow of the signal path. This soundstage that I’ve become accustomed
means starting with the power distribu- to from my system suddenly became altion, followed by interconnect cables and most holographic. The soundstage gained
finally the speaker cables. Supplying your a focus and pin-point accuracy like never
system with cleaner power will result in before. Musician voices and instruments
the biggest performance gains for each of benefitted from having more air between
your components, while the interconnects them, making them more distinct and very
and speaker cables will further refine the easy to locate within the soundstage. This
increased volume of air around vocals
performance of the system as a whole.
I spent many hours trying the QB8 power and instruments gave them more room
distribution box and the various Tyr 2 ca- to breathe and made them sound a little
bles individually in two different systems more life-like as a result. The background
to get a true sense of their impact on per- also became noticeably quieter, revealing
formance, prior to integrating all of them additional layers of resolution and details.
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nordost tyr 2
Thanks to this, instruments like guitars,
bass guitars and the piano offered more
texture and harmonics. Strings picked
on a guitar became more palpable, while
plucked bass notes revealed more of the
metallic texture.
The sonic gains from integrating the QB8
into my system really caught me off guard
a little bit. I expected the differences to be
minimal over my existing power distribution unit, if I could detect any at all. But
that wasn’t the case at all. The QB8 took
an already excellent sounding system and
made it perform noticeably better. This
is an absolute must have foundation for a
high-end audio system.

Tyr 2 Power Cables
Nordost’s Tyr 2 power cables take advantage of the lessons learned from the
development of the company’s groundbreaking Valhalla 2 range of cables, employing technologies such as Nordost’s
proprietary Dual Mono-Filament technology, which creates a virtual air dielectric
within a carefully designed suspension
system, enabling the cables to achieve the
most effective insulation method in the industry. Tyr 2 power cables are constructed
out of seven silver plated, solid core 16
AWG OFC conductors - a construction
that eliminates interaction between the
strands, hot spots and carbonization. Another key feature of these power cables is
extruded FEP insulation, which offers a
super low signal loss and high thermal efficiency. Topping it all off, mechanically
tuned lengths reduce internal microphony
and high-frequency impedance resonance.
All of these technologies combined prom-
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ise to deliver optimal sonic performance
at both ends of the spectrum, from realworld dynamics to the finest musical textures and details.
English indie rock band Florence + the
Machine released a fantastic “MTV Unplugged” album in 2012, featuring acoustic performances of some of the band’s
best songs. On a good hifi system this album presents Florence Welch’s dramatic,
large-scale vocals unlike any studio album,
in a unique environment of New York’s
oldest synagogue building, the Angel
Orensanz Center. On this album, Welch
is accompanied by a three-piece band and
a gospel choir. The result is an amazing
acoustic treat for the ears. During my
power cable tests, I
also listened to AIR
French Band’s “Moon
Safari” and Johnny
Cash’s
“American
IV: The Man Comes
Around” albums.
With the Tyr 2 power cables in place, I
immediately
heard
a
near-holographic
soundstage with more
air and space around
Welch’s voice, lifting it
above the other musical layers. This made
her voice sound more
embodied and dynamic, and resulted in a
greater level of realism. With her voice
more distinguished from the other parts, I
was able to peer deeper into the nuances
of her eccentric performance
than ever before. The instruments of the three-piece band
also benefitted from the additional air and space, each
now playing in a perfectly
focused, distinct space on
the stage. The Tyr 2 power
cables also presented a further blacker background, revealing greater musical detail,
colour and texture, making
these acoustic songs sound
truer to life. Tom Monger’s
harp, for example, played
with mesmerizing richness
and fluidity. With “American
IV: The Man Comes Around”,
Cash’s deep bass-baritone

voice sounded richer, exposing more midrange and lower frequency details, thanks
to the cleaner background. When listening to AIR French Band’s album on the
other hand, the layers of sound became
more distinct, allowing me to hear more
intricate details of each layer, immersing
me in the sound better than ever before.
All in all, the Tyr 2 power cables provided a substantial improvement to the
sound, one that would be difficult to live
without, now that I’ve heard it. At certain
times, I felt that the difference was almost
as significant as if I replaced one of the
key components in my system.
Tyr 2 Interconnect Cables
Like the power cables, Tyr 2 interconnects
employ much of the technology developed
originally for Nordost’s higher performance cable series like the Valhalla - it’s
one of the advantages of choosing products from a well established manufacturer.
Highlights of the Tyr 2 interconnects include Nordost’s proprietary Dual MonoFilament construction, silver-plated OFC
solid core conductors and FEP insulation.
Combined, these technologies offer cables
with an ultra-fast, low-loss signal transfer
that allow your audio system to reach its
full performance potential. Tyr 2 interconnect cables are available with a choice
of proprietary gold-plated MoonGlo RCA
or XLR connectors - Nordost provided
me with both types to test with my gear.
I quickly discovered the advantages of
the MoonGlo push-fit RCA plugs, as I
connected and disconnected these cables
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nordost tyr 2
es, was a little less noticeable
with the Tyr 2 interconnects.
These interconnects were also
able to achieve a very high level
of high frequency detail and
texture, while never sounding
harsh. Just as importantly, the
Tyr 2 interconnects offered an
increased amount of breathing
space between the vocals and
the various instruments, albeit
this was a little less noticeable
here as it was with the Tyr 2
power cords. Nevertheless, the
result was a further enhancement and increased definition
of the already holographic
soundstage. Sonically, the interconnects managed to get themselves
completely out of the way and connect me
with the music on a more engaging level.

from various components. They provide
a perfectly tight connection without forcing the plug on to the RCA jack, and can
be removed just as easily. The MoonGlo
plugs are simply the highest quality RCA
terminations that I’ve ever had the plea- Heimdall 2 Digital Interconnect
Despite that the Norse 2 family of prodsure of using.
To test the real-world performance of ucts consists of three series (Heimdall 2,
these cables, I decided to listen to the Frey 2 and Tyr 2), it offers only a single
“Songs of Anarchy” soundtracks, the Best digital interconnect under the Heimdall 2
Audiophile Voices series of discs, as well series. As with the Tyr 2 power cords and
as a number of classical albums. Katey analog interconnects, this digital cable
Sagal & The Forest Rangers’ “Son of a employs Nordost’s proprietary Dual MoPreacher Man” offers great vocals, a good no-Filament construction, combined with
spread of instruments and a well defined, a silver-plated OFC solid core conducthree-dimensional stage. Compared to tor. The Heimdall 2 digital interconnect
both the Leif Blue Heaven and Norse comes in two “flavours” - a single core
2 Heimdall 2 cables, the Tyr 2 intercon- conductor 75 Ohm S/PDIF version terminects produced a fuller, richer sound in nated with BNC connectors (and BNC to
just about every respect. Many of the RCA adapters) and a dual core conductor
improved characteristics that I observed 110 Ohm AES/EBU version terminated
after I started using the QB8 power dis- with Neutrik XLR connectors..
tribution box and the Tyr 2 power cords I was supplied with the BNC//
in my system, were further enhanced with RCA version to test.
In the earlier days of build-these interconnects in place. Sagal sang
ing
my audio system I used to
soulfully, with her voice more embodied
think
that digital cables are
and separated from the back up vocaljust
sending
“ones” and “ze-ists. Guitar strings demonstrated a deeper
level of texture and transparency. Drums ros”, so how much better could
played with an unmatched punch, offer- one cable sound than another?
ing lightning quick attack and realistic But that couldn’t be further
sustain. Lower frequencies, specifically from the truth. With this
the bass guitar and the bass drum, gained digital interconnect, running
additional weight and presented a greater between my Bryston BDP-sense of “feeling the bass”. Rebecca Pid- 1 digital player and Bryston
geon’s voice on “Best Audiophile Voices BDA-1 DAC, I heard a soft-VI” sounded richer and sang within a ening of the high frequencies..
larger volume of air, making it sound a By this I don’t mean that some
touch more realistic. I also noticed that of the high frequencies were
the sibilance, especially with female voic- eliminated, not at all. All the
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details and resolution were still present,
but the slight bit of hardness that I heard
before was removed. This allowed me to
hear more texture and harmonics in both
vocals and instruments. Katey Sagal’s
voice, for instance, sounded warmer and
as a result more real and pleasant to my
ears. The sibilance in Rebecca Pidgeon’s
singing was also further reduced. With
instruments, the improvement was particularly noticeable with drums and wind
instruments that reach into the higher frequencies. This more relaxed presentation
resulted in a better overall tonal balance.
Tyr 2 Loudspeaker Cables
I’m sure you’ve seen the hose-diameter
speaker cables snaking behind a music system at an audio show. Nordost’s
loudspeaker cables are quite the opposite, across all the cable series. The Tyr 2
cables are flat, ribbon like, and very light
weight. They bend easily and won’t put
any unnecessary pressure on your speaker
binding posts, unlike many of the other
cables in the market. The technical highlights of these cables include Nordost’s
proprietary Micro Mono-Filament construction offering a virtual air dielectric,
silver-plated OFC solid core conductors
and extruded, flat ribbon FEP insulation.
The Tyr 2 loudspeaker cables are available
with gold-plated spade or Z-plug banana
connectors. Mine were of the Z-plug banana variety.
Connecting these cables between my
speakers and the amplifier was like connecting the last piece of a great big puzzle.
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nordost tyr 2
The Z-plug bananas fit tightly and held
the cables securely in place, without tugging on the speaker posts. With the full
loom of Tyr 2 cables now in my system, I
once again listened to the recordings mentioned above. What I heard was the most
cohesive, fluid, musical performance that
my components have delivered to date.
The expanded micro and macro dynamics gave the music a sense of realness and
scale, engaging me in a similar manner
that a live performance normally does.
These cables were able to extract every
bit of detail from my favourite albums, at
times allowing me to hear the finest details that I simply haven’t heard before.
The dynamic swings of classical music
became near-effortless and the weight and
scale of the orchestra were unmatched.
The Full Tyr 2 Cable Loom
When I built my first audio system, cables and power bars were nothing but an
afterthought. Like many inexperienced
listeners, I was skeptical about how much
influence cables could have on the sound
of a system. Many years later, with count-

less listening sessions under my belt, I’ve
come to realize the real world, musical
results that can be gained from supplying
clean power and implementing high quality cables in your system. The QBASE
QB8 power distribution box along with
the Tyr 2 power cords offered a staggering performance upgrade in both systems
I tried them with. They presented a clean,
quiet foundation for the system, allowing each and every audio component to
achieve its full potential. The performance
uplift was transformational, in some cases
approaching what you would expect from
upgrading some of the components. Putting the Tyr 2 interconnects and speaker
cables into play, further enriched the performance of the system, raising the performance bar of both my systems to the highest level I have yet experienced.
Although the improvements brought on
by the Tyr 2 cables and the QBASE QB8
power distribution unit may be a little
different in your system compared to my
experience, you can expect very similar
benefits. If your wallet isn’t rich enough
to upgrade the full cable loom in your

system, take it one step at a time - starting with the power distribution box and a
single power cable. And trust me, when
you hear the difference these two pieces
make, you’ll upgrade the rest of the cables
in your system in due time. If the Tyr
2 cables cost more than you’re willing to
spend, check out the more affordable Frey
2 or Heimdall 2 ranges of cables. Both
share the same construction and very similar technology, while offering most of the
same sonic benefits, albeit to a lesser degree. For their ability to take an excellent
sounding audio system and turn it into an
outstanding one, I am delighted to present the Tyr 2 series of cables and the QB8
power distributor CANADA HiFi Editors’
Choice award.

productreview
YG Acoustics Carmel 2 Loudspeakers
Phil Gold
You’ve read Car & Driver, Road & Track.
Do you remember how many Ferraris,
Bugattis and Aston Martin’s they review?
Not because a lot of readers are about to
plump down big six figure numbers for a
supercar, but because we all just like reading about exotica. A guy can dream, can’t
he?

design | features
Well today our fearless publisher has
decided to indulge us in a similar fantasy.
We are going to take a look at, and a listen to, a brand new model from one of the
most exotic speaker manufacturers in the
market. At $24,300 US, this is YG’s least
expensive model, sitting below the Sonja
1.3 at $106,800 US and the Hailey 1.2
at $42,800 US. It is cheaper not because
it’s cutting any corners, only because it is
smaller.
Many of you will not recognize the name
YG Acoustics. YG stands for Yoav Geva,
the genius in charge here. Remember
Thomas Carlisle’s definition of genius –
an infinite capacity for taking pains. Let’s
see if you agree. YG Acoustics competes
with Wilson Audio, Avantgarde, Magico,
Focal, Vivid Audio and a few others. Most
of these are small businesses but Focal
is the exception, being one of the largest
speaker manufacturers in the world.
In this group, YG is one of the more
recent entrants, being founded in 2002
in Denver, and having perhaps the smallest range of offerings. The three element
range is a little deceptive, since the Hailey
can come (in 1.1 form) as a compact monitor, or (in 1.2 form) as a system where the
compact monitor is mounted atop a bass
module. The Sonja comes in 3 versions.
Sonja 1.1 is a compact module, 1.2 adds
a bass module and 1.3 adds a second bass
module. The Carmel 2, introduced at CES
in 2015, has no such options, and it replaces the original Carmel which first surfaced,
to great acclaim, in 2010.
This small floorstanding speaker, mea-
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suring just 103 cm high, 23 cms wide and maybe two or more ports? The problem
31 cms deep, sides tapered towards the with porting is that although it improves
back and curved away from the listener at the quantity of bass output, it has the opthe front, weighs an astonishing 34 kg a posite effect on the quality of that output.
piece. These speakers are made in Colo- It tends to slow down the speed of reacrado to the highest possible levels of fin- tion in the bass, increasing the levels of
ish and incorporate custom components of distortion, and produces a much sharper
unsurpassed specifications.
and less natural cut off of low frequencies.
The first sign that something special is With rear porting, the most common kind,
going on is the all-aluminum chassis. Yes it also makes it more difficult to locate the
we’ve seen aluminum bodied speakers speaker in the room without causing unbefore, but not like this. Not where the wanted interactions with the rear wall. So
panels have been carved by CNC machine YG and Magico, unlike much of the comout of a solid block of aircraft grade alu- petition, choose a sealed box approach inminum, incorporating subtle and complex stead, and use other methods to maintain
curvature. The first aim is to provide a bass output at low frequencies.
solid framework for the drivers while
The most clearly visible of the tradesuppressing distortion-inducing vibration. marked technologies is BilletCore. The
The secondary aim is to provide some- main driver here, a derivative of the
thing beautiful to enhance the room it sits very well known and highly regarded
in. The CNC machines used are no run of Scan-Speak Revelator driver, originally
the mill devices. CNC stands for Comput- used a doped sliced paper cone material.
er Numerical Control. The models used Scan-Speak claims “sliced paper cone
include a 5-axis precision Gildemeister technology represented a breakthrough
millturn, custom made in Germany, reput- in midrange clarity and overall smooth
edly the most sophisticated CNC device frequency response characteristics. The
in use in the audio industry, and a high slices are filled with damping glue, which
torque precision machine from Japan’s dramatically reduce break-up modes in
DMG Mori-Seiki. The aluminum parts the diaphragm”. You’ll see various veruse pressurized assembly and range up to sions and implementations of the Revela1.375” in thickness to support high output tor woofer in a lot of high end speakers
levels without flinching. This methodol- from around the world, including earlier
ogy is the only one of the six I will outline models from YG. Yoav Geva looked for
here that Yoav Geva has not trademarked. a way to improve the rigidity of the cone
What stops other firms from doing this? while keeping it really lightweight. His
Just the expense in time, machinery and solution, almost ridiculously difficult and
materials. Magico also use an aluminum expensive to achieve in practice, is amazchassis in their upscale R line, but their ing in its audacity. He takes a solid billet
speakers are shaped more like rectangu- of aircraft grade aluminum, and with the
lar boxes. Magico claims an aluminum aid of those CNC machines, machines
chassis can outperform a more traditional away well over 99% of the material unMDF enclosure because you need a lot of til all that’s left from a 16 lb block is a
bracing to control flex in MDF, but the 7.25” cone of .008” thickness weighing
bracing adds to both energy storage and under an ounce, so strong it can support
damping factor, both of which can be det- a pressure of 400 lbs. I kid you not! The
rimental to sound.
front side is smoothly milled but the billet
Before moving on to the trademarked is then flipped over and milled from the
technology, let’s take a look at one design rear to incorporate rib strengthening. By
element rejected for these YG speakers but milling the cones rather than stamping
prevalent in the industry – the bass port. them, YG eliminate the micro-fissures
This is a method by which the low bass that could lead to weak spots and eventual
frequencies can be reinforced, allowing a deterioration under stress. The result is a
greater bass output from a given volume speaker cone with an unprecedented ratio
of cabinet, all other things being equal. of strength to weight. The cone is buffed
Take a look at your speakers. Is there an and black anodized and you can see the
open port on the front, or one on the back result for yourself, protected by a narrow
– perhaps even a port pointing down, or bar against accidental impact.
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The next trademark is for ForgeCore,
the technology used to modify the ScanSpeak Illuminator tweeter, but this time
the technology is not visible from the outside. Using highly sophisticated computer
optimized and very precise 3D geometries
in the CNC cutting of the magnet system,
distortions are lowered dramatically, making for a more relaxed sound. Conventional tweeter motors are usually stamped or
laser cut using mostly 2D geometries.
Neither ForgeCore nor BilletCore technologies made it into the original Carmel,
but one concept that did, and which appears again here is the DualCoherent
crossover. Normally crossovers can be
optimized for a flat frequency response
or for phase coherence between the two
drivers through the overlapping frequencies of the two drivers, but Yoav Geva has
developed proprietary software to enable
both to be optimized simultaneously. The
closer the phase coherence, the cleaner the
transient response (the response to sudden
impacts) and the more natural the imaging.
These things can be measured, and YG’s
website includes comparisons measured
under lab conditions. What matters of
course is what we hear.
Trademark number 4 is ToroAir, probably the most difficult to explain. The
problem is that the inductors in a tweeter
circuit may pick up undesired electromagnetic energy from the low frequency
circuit, introducing harshness and a loss
of detail into the high frequency reproduction. YG’s ToroAir inductors have a toroidal geometry to eliminate this crosstalk,
and by using a non magnetic (air) core
they also eliminate a source of distortion.
The 5th and final trademarked technology is FocusedElimination, which refers
to the reduction of the internal friction
which prevents the drivers from working
in a purely linear fashion. In a high friction (or lossy) enclosure, you get a slow
boxy sound. On the other hand, low losses
lead to a tight punchy bass and quick reactions. Losses are reduced here by eliminating internal standing waves, achieved by
the special geometry of the interior walls
and the use of anti-resonance technology applied to specific pinpoint locations
within the cabinet, rather than the traditional approach of employing considerable amounts of cabinet stuffing and panel
damping.
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sidebar
Top Notch Recordings Used
to Evaluate the Carmel 2
Art Pepper Meets the Rhythm Section
[XRCD Japan]
MA on SA [MA Recordings]
AfroCubism [NoneSuch]
Diana Krall – All for You [Justin Time]
Miles Davis – The Original Mono Recordings [Columbia]
The Beatles – Love [Capitol]
Bartok Concerto for Orchestra – Reiner
[Living Stereo SACD]
Beethoven – The Late Sonatas – Igor Levit [Sony Classical]
There are many other examples of meticulous attention to detail and parts quality
here. Even the spiked feet and the speaker
terminals are manufactured in house on
the CNC machines, and the internal wiring is the excellent Kimber Kable Select.

performance
You are not going to pair these exotic
speakers with run of the mill electronics,
because they will expose every fault in
the rest of the system. So for this special
review I matched them up with reference
level components from EMM Labs (XDS1
SACD Player, Pre 2 Preamp), ModWright
Instruments (KWA 150 Signature Edition Power Amp) and Nordost (Valhalla)
cables, which in combination with the
Carmel 2 touch six figures.
Normally, in a system of this caliber, the
level of distortion in the electronics is far
below that of the speaker system, so that
the speaker becomes the dominant factor
in the overall sound. However the extraordinary lengths to which Yoav Geva has
gone to reduce all elements of distortion
in the Carmel mean this is not the case.
We are listening right through into the
electronics. The Carmel can easily differentiate between different types of cables,
different digital sources and whatever amplifiers you may throw at it. It doesn’t really have a character of its own. It simply
gets out of the way, as a fine component
should. When all elements of a system
do that, as they do here, then you are left
just listening to the recordings, not the
equipment reproducing those recordings.
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There is a clarity and three dimensional- two driver setup used here, and the woofer
ity to the music that approaches the sound will be of a larger diameter. So quantity of
of live music. In particular, you experi- sound may very well be higher elsewhere.
ence a dynamic range and speed of at- But quality? I have not found this degree
tack rarely approached with conventional of accuracy of tonal colour elsewhere,
HiFi. Sadly, when the recordings are sub- such three dimensional imaging, such
par (as they often are) you can hear that speed of response or such true to life dytoo. Compressions, artificial boosts to the namics, within the volume and frequency
presence region, early digital nasties, poor range the Carmel 2 covers. You may be
microphone placement and street noises, wondering if all this accuracy means a
all come through with remarkable clarity, cold or clinical presentation. I did not find
making such recordings very uncomfort- any evidence of that. Human voices gain
in realism and intimacy, strings have a
able to listen to.
Conversely, when the recording engi- very natural colour and deep bass is pitch
neers really know what they are doing the accurate and full. The best single word desound is incomparable, very lifelike and scription I can give the Carmel 2 is musiextremely enjoyable, even thrilling. Your cal.
You should also consider how well this
body senses it. Everything makes sense.
You can hear every instrument clearly speaker would fit into your listening room
even in a complex mix like a Brahms and how well it would pair up with your
Symphony or a large jazz orchestra. We amplifier. As a sealed box, it’s not as fussy
have all heard splendid clarity at audio about the distance from the rear and side
shows or at a good HiFi store where the walls as a lot of larger rear ported speakmaterial is often a small jazz combo or ers, but it’s not the easiest speaker to drive.
a four or five piece pop group. Imagine Its efficiency is around 87dB (moderate)
when that clarity extends to large choirs, and it needs an amp that can pump a good
full orchestra, a church organ, or anything deal of current into a low impedance load.
you throw at it, as long as the recording It may be a better match for a solid state
amp than for most tube amps. The Modwas made with care and attention.
Now these speakers reach down deep, Wright amp I used for this review puts out
but not to subterranean depths. You’ll 150 wpc into 8 ohms and 200 wpc into 4
want the bigger speakers in the YG range ohms, but occasionally the amp’s protecfor that. But except in electronic music, tion circuits cut in when I really turned up
you will rarely find significant musical the wick in large scale symphonic works
content below the 32 Hz mark that YG because of the high temperatures meaclaim for the Carmel 2. I tried Bach’s Pas- sured at the heat sinks. So that’s an indisacaglia and Fugue to see how well the cation the Carmel can be quite demandCarmel would fare on deep organ notes, ing. You should try before you buy, or be
and I could not have wanted more. The prepared to upgrade your present amp if
whole room was energized. The midrange necessary.
The Carmel 2 is equally at home in all
is impeccable, and the high frequency
range is the most extended and natural I types of music, even hard rock, but it isn’t
have ever heard, identical in fact to the an impressive sounding animal. It just
gets out of the way of the music, gets your
Carmel’s bigger brothers.
Besides the extreme low bass, what other feet tapping and nails you to the sofa. I’m
limitations do these speakers have? The a believer. Happy listening!
only thing I can put my finger on is maxiquickinfo
mum decibel level. There are are a lot of
speakers that can handily outperform the
Carmel 2 on this measure, including some
YG Acoustics
in the three to four thousand dollar range.
www.yg-acoustics.com
So how does this speaker compare to other
801-726-3887
high end speakers? Most similarly priced
models will be larger and capable of either
YG Acoustics Carmel 2
greater low end extension or high sound
Loudspeakers
pressures or likely both. Some will boast
Price: $24,300 US
three or more drivers as opposed to the
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Burmester 101 Integrated Amplifier and B10 Loudspeakers
Living in Luxury

Glen Wagenknecht
In contrast to the norm of planned obsolescence and throwaway products that
runs rampant in this day and age, you will
find that Burmester Audiosysteme adheres to a refreshingly different school of
thought. Their audio offerings are prestige
items, intended for lovers of music with
both means and taste, superior in execution and presentation to lesser fare and
built with permanence in mind. What this
company offers is tangible, lasting quality,
not colorful ad copy.
German based Burmester Audiosysteme
has garnered universally positive press
since its inception in 1977 and the company’s products have consistently been
regarded in the top tier. They lay claim to
many firsts, including the introduction of
balanced circuitry to the high-end industry, the belt-drive CD player, and the use
of chrome and aluminum panels in cabinet
housings.
Founder and CEO Dieter Burmester has
combined his strong technical background
with the passionate drive of a music lover
and accomplished musician to shape the
direction and philosophy of his company.
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Although the product specifications themselves are immaculate, it is the emotional
involvement in the music that is primary
goal, with technology applied as means to
that end. Mr. Burmester’s Bauhaus influence also brings a form follows function
approach to the integrity and ergonomics
of every product that is reflected in the
company motto “Art for the Ear”.
His products are a fully realized package designed to be a revelation for the ear,
a feast to the eyes, and a tactile delight.
The shiny chrome exterior is not mere eye
candy, but an assurance of longevity. The
case is aluminum plate, not folded sheet
metal. Knobs and switches don’t just perform, they must have the feel of high performance devices. The quality that greets
the senses on first sight and touch is fully
backed up under the hood with innovative
engineering that is rock solid in execution. The “Hand made in Germany” badge
is taken very seriously as a an assurance
of quality. Burmester products are rarely
seen on the used market. They are generally purchased as heirloom commitments
based on their reputation for sustained reliability and enjoyment.
From inception the intent was to pursue

excellence rather than the compromise of
mass appeal. Although Burmester offers
different tiers of products, all are built
to the same rigorous tolerances. Power
amps must pass almost 300 measurement standards before they can earn the
Burmester badge. All data on every piece
ever manufactured is filed away in case
of modification or repair. Loudspeakers
and electronics are handmade in Germany with almost all case parts sourced
from German manufacturers. There are
no compromises or shortcuts here. When
we look upon the Burmester automotive
division, it is important to note that the
automobiles involved started with Bugatti
and now include Porsche and Mercedes.
These are mutual associations of prestige
items. Armani should be matched with a
Rolex, not a Timex.

design | features
The two items that arrived for review
were Burmester’s smaller luxury offerings, the $9,000 (US) B10 monitor
loudspeakers and the $12,000 (US) 101
integrated amplifier, a potentially very
promising match up. The relatively small
B10 near field monitor began its history
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in Dieter Burmester’s private recording studio, but quickly evolved
from personal project to marketable product. Cabinet construction
is heavily braced 19mm MDF. The
front baffle is 48mm thick in places
with a 10mm aluminum face plate
sandwiched atop the wooden cabinet
to prevent cabinet resonance. The
170mm glass fiber woofer has been
afforded a good amount of room tuning ability with a +/- bass switch and
a removable foam bass plug on the
rear panel. The ring tweeter is used
to advantage here for its combination
of control and directivity. Both drivers are claimed to have exceptional
transient precision. Connectivity is
provided by oversized binding posts
with colour coded contoured knobs
which are perfectly matched for Mr.
Burmester’s termination of choice,
spades, although they will also accommodate banana plugs or bare wire for
those who insist. The review pair came
in a dramatic macassar wood finish, an
extremely dense hardwood sometimes
seen in limited edition guitars, which contrasted smartly against the satin aluminum
face plate with its engraved Burmester
logo. The speakers measure 220mm W
x 390mm H x 280mm D and weigh in at
11.5 kg each. They are rated as a 4 ohm
load with an 87db efficiency and 80 watt
power handling. Specified frequency response is 50Hz-24kHz (with no +/- numbers supplied). Upscale Allen mounting
hardware is employed.
The 101 integrated marks a new direction for Burmester in their home audio
lineup. It eschews their traditional amplifier topologies to enter the world of
Class D. A few years back CEO Dieter
Burmester stated he was not fully satisfied with the sonic results of existing off
the shelf modules on the market, but was
obviously intrigued enough with the potential of the technology to explore further. The company’s experience in the car
audio division with class D gave them a
superb starting point and after 3 years of
R&D, the design team produced a proprietary in-house module that met their exacting standards.
While the 93mm W x 482mm H x
350mm D slim line 101 may not have
visual dominance of its massive bigger
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brethren, this integrated is definitely an
upscale Burmester piece. The hefty 12 kg
weight reflects the designer’s choice of
an overbuilt analogue power supply with
a large transformer to put major muscle
behind that conservative 120 w/channel
(4 ohm) specification and claims stability into any load. Basic construction is
exceptionally solid, utilizing brushed aluminum plate on 5 sides and the trademark
gleaming thick chrome face plate up front.
The front panel is further embellished
with engraving. The lettering beneath the
selector buttons, horizontal accent stripes
and of course, the large Burmester logo
are all tastefully carved into the chrome
surface. Allen fasteners again are used all
round.
Connectivity and circuit design reflect
Mr. Burmester’s background as both a
television/radio engineer and musician
and remain rooted in the true professional
approach rather than the compromised
consumer arena. The 101 is designed for
fully balanced operation and includes a
balanced pre output for those who wish
to upgrade their power requirements or
wish to employ amplified speakers. Both
preamp out and headphone amp are DC
coupled to dispense with the degradation
of coupling caps in the signal path.
Three of its five inputs are devoted to
a variation of the standard balanced XLR,
utilizing a female XLR /TRS Phone connector combo jack which accepts both
XLR and ¼ inch Phone connections. Al-

though 2 RCA connections are provided,
Burmester strongly prefers the use of the
balanced inputs to the point of supplying RCA to Phone plug adaptors with the
amplifier. The intent is to maximize the
integrated amplifier’s potential to remain
faithful to the original signal chain. CD,
Tuner and Aux 2 inputs are balanced. TV
and Aux 1 inputs are RCA connection.
The manual refers to them as symmetrical and asymmetrical inputs respectively.
There is no internal phono stage so the pre
portion of the integrated is technically a
line stage. Lovers of vinyl will need to use
an outboard device. There are also no outputs supplied beyond the pre outputs.
There is a 3 pin power receptacle to accommodate a detachable cord. While a
hefty cable is included, Burmester recommends the use of an upgraded cable from
their line for optimum results.
Front panel functions are simply laid out
with a horizontal line of solid push button
selectors and accompanying LED confirmation lights directly above. A button labeled “smooth” accomplishes frequency
contouring to compensate for hearing sensitivity losses at low listening levels and
can also be used to remove the bite from
the occasional poor recording. Next to it is
a centrally located large IR sensor for the
remote, and a ¼ inch headphone input. Insertion or removal of the headphone plug
initiates a mechanical lowering of the
volume pot to prevent the user being bombarded by drastic changes in volume level
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when switching between loudspeaker and
headphone, a thoughtful touch.
To the right is an oversized motorized,
rotary volume control finished in matching glistening chrome. Operation is silky
smooth with a luxury feel and weight
that has just the right amount of mechanical resistance to give it a very controlled
responsiveness. At the far right is the
front panel power switch. Burmester has
opted for an old school pro toggle power
switch with the modern feature of a soft
three way position, off, standby, and fully on. The standby function allows for a
minimized warm up time to achieve best
audible performance and is an intelligent
compromise to the studio approach of being on 24/7, consuming less than 1 watt
at idle. The switch has visual confirmation with a light above glowing amber in
standby and red when on.
Befitting a modern piece, there is a
multifunction remote, intended to control
other components in the Burmester line
up as well as the 101. The slender unit
is middling heavy, indicating quality circuitry inside but utilizing a plastic shell
to keep the weight manageable. It is ergonomically intuitive with raised buttons on
a slightly concave top surface, finished in
a satin aluminum finish on top and a matte
charcoal beneath.

performance
After examining the components, I conducted the listening in stages, first pairing
the speakers with my familiar electronic
components to acquaint myself with their
sonic attributes in the context of an established setup, then together with the 101
integrated as a matched pair. The B10
speakers were mounted atop the Charisma Audio stands and hooked up to a Bel
Canto 2004 EVO amplifier and Tortuga
Audio LDR 6 passive pre with an Arkana
Physical Research cable loom. Source
was a Wyred 4 Sound Music Server and
DAC-2. Music selection came from both
server library as well as Tidal high resolution streaming service. The Exactpower
EP-15A conditioner was used to ensure
consistent results and the Audio Art Power
1SE-1 AC cable saw some duty on the 101.
The B10s had seen some listening duty
prior to arrival and were ready to strut
their stuff with minimal break in. What
quickly manifested itself was a good
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sense of precision and dynamic control ble, I switched over to a pair of Burmester
as well as tremendous refinement. In my speaker cables that were also sent along in
listening room optimal bass extension was a rather attractive instrument case, spade
achieved with the rear switch in the + po- terminated of course. The Wyred 4 Sound
sition and the port plugs in place. Under Server and DAC2 remained as source and
these conditions the 50 cycle bass specifi- I switched between Audio Art balanced
cation proved quite conservative, with the and Arkana Physical Research Exquisotor
loudspeaker showing considerable use- asymmetrical interconnects with and withable vigor into the mid 30s. Overall bal- out Burmester adaptor plugs between 101
ance showed natural warmth with a clean and DAC. Hook up was quick and easy,
midrange extending into a top end that and the binding posts were ergonomically
flaunted high resolution minus the over- positive in feel and grip. The shrouded
bite that pervades many monitor speakers XLR/TRS phone combo jack was new to
today. The Burmester was more an evolu- me, but quickly proved itself practical and
tion of the 70s classics, exhibiting proper pretty much foolproof.
acoustic tonal balance with the modern
The 101 integrated and B10 were an
virtues of being fast on its feet throughout excellent match from first power up. The
the range and dynamically energetic. This slim line amp immediately demonstrated
kept the music incredibly engaging and that its rated 120 w/4 ohms specification
highlighted the speaker’s ability to find was both extremely robust and quite conthe detail in the music without exagger- servative. The 101/B10 combo indeed had
ating the faults. Those accustomed to the dynamic wings to fly with superb control
razor sharp modern school will describe and quite high sustainable volume levels.
it as “musical”. Those who prize the at- The pair were unafraid of musical chaltributes mentioned above will simply call lenge, either uncompressed audiophile
it correct.
fare or bouncy pop. Confronted with some
Soundstaging was wall to wall and dis- fun bombast like Christopher Drake’s
proportionate to the speaker’s modest “Main Titles for Arkham Origins”, discovsize, populated with precise images in ered during my Tidal streaming service
the left to right as well as front to back explorations, the system had the ability
plane wherever the recording allowed. to startle with intense, abrupt dynamic
Image height and size followed suit, being swings. The two could also switch gears
recording dependant, but never resorting in an instant and play the refined couple
to over precise miniatures. Paired with its with delicate low level material. The dytonal attributes, the speaker was capable namic floor was extremely low, affording
of full blooded, warm images in a dense an intensely lively presentation by widenacoustic.
ing the available range of dynamic conOne technical characteristic that worked trast. The only proviso was that the 101
to the B-10’s advantage was directivity. required a minimal volume level to reveal
This design decision not to pursue ultra it‘s muscular glory. Past that point it was
wide dispersion resulted in less side wall no holds barred.
interaction and therefore considerably
The tonal balance showed where Burmore precise imaging. It also gave the mester’s heart lies. Natural warmth and
speaker greater flexibility in listening dis- body were in ample evidence from the
tance, performing consistently whether in 101 and any potential argument regarding
near field or far field use in the context sterility or bleaching of the upper registers
of my 12 foot by 17 foot room. The one in class D amplification were quickly nulpenalty for this large, unadulterated sweet lified. The implementation here was bona
spot was a somewhat less composed off fide High End competitive, tubular in
axis response. This should not constitute some respects with SS control. Matched
an issue for anyone within a normal lis- with the responsive capability of the B10,
tening situation, so consider it purely an music was warm, dimensional, and excepobservation of legitimate engineering tionally detailed, without resorting to the
tradeoffs.
exaggeration or hyper detailed excess.
At this point, it became time for the 101
The practical useable lower frequency
integrated to enter the scene. To keep it as limits into the mid 30s (in my environmuch a Burmester family affair as possi- ment) of the speakers fit hand and glove
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with the combination of warmth and control that the 101 could deliver, making for
a compact setup that could deliver authority and dynamic nuance within those
boundaries. The majority of acoustic music and popular fare were well served, so
for many people the bass extension will be
sufficient not to necessitate the addition of
a subwoofer, but those accustomed to true
subsonic performance or demanding more
visceral clout, may prefer to seek a little
higher up in the Burmester speaker line.
I experimented with the “Smooth” feature on the 101, but my results were mixed.
The contouring boost afforded by its engagement shifted emphasis into the lower
registers, but while this normally may
be useful for lower volume levels, or recordings mixed with an over aggressive
top end, it didn’t work to advantage here.
My room match without its use was good
enough to keep the sound bold and alive at
quieter levels, and I could find no recording bad enough to warrant, so in the end, it
was left disengaged.
Imaging was accomplished with refinement and style. The pair went for big and
bold in soundscape, with precise and focused individual images. Burmester has
opted for an “engineering neutral” status
here, with neither excessive depth or forward projection, yet without being deficient in either regard. The key here was
a consistency of focus in all planes which
preserved the intent of musical content.
This demonstrated the true nature of the
B10 as a legitimate studio monitor where
the design goal is to faithfully reproduce
the recorded information , not impress
with a diffuse and bloated soundscape that
does not reflect the original material. For
a recording engineer, truth is preferable to
a pretty lie.
Different systems handle the characteristic of “air” in regards to hall information
and the cushion surrounding an instrument in dissimilar fashion. Some permanently light up the acoustical information
of the hall. Others create a darker, denser
environment which only lights up when
an instrument plays and interacts with
the venue acoustics. The Burmester falls
into the latter category and coupled with
its low dynamic floor could unravel complex cues with richness and energy. Well
produced acoustical material or well engineered artificial soundscapes were dra-
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matically reproduced. Indiscriminate pop
hash overlay was laid bare for what it was.
I gave the 101 some headphone time
with the audio-technica ATH-W1000 Sovereigns, the audio-technica ATH-M50s
and the Hifiman HE-400s (with an Audio Sensibility upgrade cable). Why did I
choose these three from the stable? Each
represents very different design choices.
The M50 is a “pro” monitor, the W-1000
simulates a speaker soundstage by angling
drivers, and the HE-400 is a comparatively hard to drive planar design. Tonal balance and character on all three benefited
from the Burmester philosophy of warmth
with high resolution, but the challenge
revealed definite differences and some
limitations. The M50 proved easiest of
the batch to handle and was fast on its feet
with wide dynamic range and deep bass.
Second was the W1000 which did in fact
produce a superior “head stage” while losing surprisingly little to the M-50 in terms
tonal balance and dynamics. The planar
however, pushed the 101 much harder,
requiring a higher volume setting, sacrificing bass extension and flattening dynamic contrasts. The integrated showed a
distinct preference for more conventional
headphone design, so since the HE400 is
considered one of the more forgiving of
its breed, the purchaser will have to make
appropriate choices or consider adding a
dedicated DAC/Pre for optimum results.
That marks the end of the microscopic
scrutiny demanded by the listening descriptions. Now it’s time to determine
what the end user can expect of the 101
integrated and B10 in holistic terms. The
speakers are energetic, high resolution
devices that would allow any engineer to
make critical decisions, and they manage
to achieve that end without sacrificing accurate tonal balance or resorting to exaggerated emphasis. That style of true accuracy affords maximum musical enjoyment
without performance penalty. The 101 integrated marks an auspicious introduction
for Burmester’s implementation of Class
D technology. It takes full advantage of
the responsiveness and tubular dimensionality this approach brings to the table
and marries it with superb tonal warmth,
especially in the upper frequencies. Although it may not be the most powerful
amplifier out there in absolute terms, the
quality of the power supply keeps it dy-

namically robust far beyond the basic
numbers. Properly paired with appropriate speakers, it will deliver the goods. In
both cases, the prospective purchaser
should keep in mind that these two components are obviously not designed to fill
a stadium with prodigious levels of sound.
They are intended to meet the needs of a
smaller, more intimate venue. In that context, they will perform with distinction,
achieving surprisingly high levels of resolution, dynamics and volume, all accomplished with finesse.
That brings us finally to the system approach. Audiophiles often pursue a piecemeal methodology to assembling components, and while a skilled set of ears can
put together an excellent combination, it
amounts to the equivalent of a mix and
match wardrobe. For those who have neither the time or the inclination to experiment, Burmester has a rather attractive
musical stable of equipment at the ready,
fully matched right down to cables, and
therefore able to provide predictable and
repeatable results. Many will find the
availability of a guaranteed single brand
solution a serious advantage to consider.
Burmester has earned a solid reputation
over the long years as a prestige High End
audio firm. These two offerings uphold
that tradition by infusing smaller form
with the company’s signature warmth and
emotional dynamism, and while hardly
inexpensive, these Burmester products
are built to highest musical and technical
standards to ensure very long lasting satisfaction. It’s tough to go wrong with an
established status symbol.

quickinfo
Burmester Audiosysteme
www.burmester.de
Distributed in Canada by
Rutherford Audio Inc.
www.rutherfordaudio.com
604 542 0904
101 Integrated amplifier
Price: $12,000 CDN/ US
B10 Loudspeakers
Price: $9000 CDN/US/pr
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Kudos Audio X3 Loudspeakers
George de Sa
The word kudos comes from ancient
Greek, meaning praise for exceptional
achievement; no doubt then that Kudos
Audio has a high-bar set for its products.
The company had its start back in 1991
and originally focused on loudspeaker
stand manufacture; however, in 2006,
Derek Gilligan, a well reputed designer
from Neat Acoustics, acquired Kudos Audio and took it in a new direction – from
building stands to building loudspeakers.
Derek’s vision for Kudos Audio was the
introduction of a range of loudspeakers
that employed the highest levels of traditional and well-proven engineering, while
avoiding unnecessary complexity and exotic materials. The principle that Kudos
lives to today continues to be providing
its customers with the ability to “enjoy
their music as much as possible, with the
best engineered product at a given price
point.”
Kudos works very close with the Norwegian driver manufacturer SEAS to design drivers for their various loudspeaker
models. When it comes to tweeters, Kudos believes in using wide-dispersion
tweeters with even response, in all its
speaker models. Crossovers follow the
“simpler is better” approach and therefore,
the crossovers are minimalist, low order
designs that provide lower phase distortion and preserve harmonics, minimizing time smearing. Cabinets are all of
high-density fiber board (HDF) verses
more commonly used MDF and are
well-braced, using special compounds
to dampen the materials and minimize
cabinet resonances, and colouration. All
Kudos loudspeakers are covered in high
quality real wood veneers with furniture
standard finishes.

design | features
There are a number of speaker models
within the Kudos Audio family of loudspeakers. These models, from bottom
to top are: the X2 tower ($3,249), X3
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tower ($4,579), C10
bookshelf ($6,269), C20
tower ($7,394), Super
10 bookshelf ($7,569),
Super 20 tower ($9,249)
and finally the flagship
Titan T88 tower, priced
in the tens-of-thousands.
This X3 loudspeaker,
reviewed here, is the latest model in the Kudos
family and had its Canadian premier showing in
late-October 2014 at the
TAVES Consumer Electronics Show. The X3,
like its smaller sibling
– the X2, is a two-way,
dual-driver (woofer and
tweeter) design that uses
the same 25mm high
quality tweeter as the
smaller X2 but employs
a larger 18cm woofer.
The woofer cone is a
blend of paper and reed
that provides improved
transparency.
The
woofer’s voice coil is
copper-clad aluminum
with a copper shorting
ring that provides an increase in transients and
dynamics, with reduced
distortion.
Both the
tweeter and woofer are
manufactured by SEAS
to meet Kudos design
Cabinets are covered in real wood vespecifications. The X3 uses a low order neers with furniture grade finishes that incrossover to minimize signal impact. In- clude: Black (oak), Cherry, Rosenut, Oak
ternal wiring is all The Chord Company’s (natural), White (high gloss), and Walnut.
Sarsen loudspeaker cable.
The cabinet dimensions are: 845mm (h) x
The X3’s cabinet is built from 18 mm 190mm (w) x 250mm (d). Stated specifiHDF and utilizes bracing and tuning that cations are: 8 Ohm, 88dB sensitivity with
minimizes resonances and colouration. a frequency response of 30Hz – 25kHz
The speaker is a bass reflex design with (average in-room).
a bottom port that is vented via a gap
The review sample was a long-term
between the cabinet base and the affixed demo, in fact, the same one that was
plinth. The X3 comes with a set of floor played at TAVES in 2014. The aesthetic
spikes to minimize interaction with floors. of the X3 follows the traditional British
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compact tower – compact with straight,
simple lines that is essentially a box for
the drivers – no rounded edges, curves,
tapering, etc. The look is traditional,
purposeful, minimalistic but handsome
overall. The review sample came in a
Rosenut finish and the veneer quality and
matching was high, while the finish did
not conceal the natural grain texture. The
tweeter surround is set flush with the baffle, yet the woofer surround sits on top of
the front baffle face, overlapping the bottom edge of the tweeter surround, which I
can only guess has been done to increase
the proximity between the two drivers for
integration of their output. The speaker
plinth is finished in a basic flat black. The
greatest of adornments is a small buttonlike Kudos logo located at bottom of the
speaker baffle. Wrapping on the cabinet,
I did hear some cabinet resonance but
nothing of great concern. On the back is
a single set of brass binding posts, nestled
within a plastic insert. I’d caution those
with “garden hose” speaker cables and
pitch fork sized spades, as the like just
won’t fit. A pair of magnetic fabric grills
is provided, which conceal just the drivers
when affixed; though I personally prefer
the look and sound with them off.

performance
During my audition, I used the Kudos X3
loudspeakers with a Mastersound Dueundici SET tube integrated amplifier; however the bulk of my listening and evaluation is based on using the X3 with my
reference setup that includes the Simaudio Neo 350p preamplifer, Bryston 4BSST2 amplifier and ADL (by Furutech)
Esprit DAC. My sources consisted of the
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Rega Apollo CD transport, Squeezebox
Touch with MS-Vista PC and VPI Scout
1.1 turntable. All components were wired
with Nordost Norse 2 Heimdall 2 cables.
If I had to characterize the sound of the
Kudos X3 with one word, it would be “addictive”. The X3 has a sound that differs
quite significantly from my own reference
speakers – the quadral Aurum Montan
VIII and the KEF LS50. Like the company name, the X3 is not a shy speaker;
it is one of those speakers that serves the
music to you rather than have you come
and get it.
I played the Tron: Legacy soundtrack
by Daft Punk, and found that the X3 was
capable of laying out an appreciably large
soundstage. Elements within the soundstage were clearly delineated and it was
easy to focus on any of the particular instrument lines. Detail retrieval was very
good with enjoyable musical complexity.
On the track “The Game Has Changed”,
the dynamics were excellent albeit with
less weight to the bass than this monster
of a track can muster with some speakers.
Listening to the Norah Jones track “Say
Goodbye”, from her album Little Broken Hearts I found the X3 delivered the
song in a distinctive lively manner with
vibrant tone and colour. The soundstage
was markedly more forward than with
my reference speakers, beginning right at
the front plane of the speakers and moving back to the front wall, about three feet
behind the speakers. Norah’s voice came
across clear and sweet, with lovely palpability. The X3 drew slightly more attention to the sibilance within the recording,
though this didn’t hinder my engagement
in the vocals, rather the upfront delivery

of her voice was quite alluring, bringing
her nearer to me so as to say, “here I am,
hear me”. The sound of the bass strings
favoured the leading edge of the note, having a little less of the elastic nature that I’m
accustomed to hearing; though this lent to
a fast and tight feel to the music. The music through the X3 was full of drive and
excitement – toe tapping and fun.
I put on the Sonny Rollins, Way Out
West (LP) album and listened to Solitude.
Sonny’s saxophone was delivered in a visceral swinging fashion, carrying with it
amazing emotion. The tone was natural,
and he stood as though within the confines
of my room, blowing on the reed and wandering his fingers over the flaps. His tooting on the sax was dynamic and vibrant,
boasting his expertise with the instrument.
Moving to the next track on the album,
“Come, Gone”, I was convinced that the
X3’s were delivering the music without
any softening or tempering. From the ring
and shimmer of cymbals, to the tight snap
of the snare drums, the quick string plucks
of the upright bass and over to the bite of
Sonny’s quick sax notes; everything about
the music was as vigorous as I expect it
would have been when it was originally
performed. The X3 was delivering an inyour-face performance in the most pleasurable manner, putting me on the edge of
my seat, raising my heartbeat and getting
my adrenaline going. Not for the faint of
heart, this was Jazz like it was meant to be
heard – real, raw and uncensored.
Moving over to The Oscar Peterson
Big 4 band and their live from Japan album, Freedom Song, I listened to the track
“Now’s The Time”. Here again I found the
driving rhythm was delivered in spades by
the Kudos X3. The raspy chatter of the
high hat seemed to reach out just before
the front baffle of the X3, with the shimmer of the cymbals expressed in an unadulterated manner. What got me though
was the golden tone of the piano keys as
Oscar unleashed his fingers on the instrument. The impact of the keys had greater
apparent intensity, expounding the impact
of each-and-every key stroke. Comparing
the sound of the X3 to the KEF LS50 and
the Aurum Montan VIII, the X3 seemed to
relay a greater sense of speed and microdynamic energy, as if less damped. The
elements within the soundstage with the
X3 were more forward with less overall
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depth; however, this had the effect of came across as angelic with a slight lean
bringing Oscar’s piano just inside my towards the upper midrange and placing
room, rather than out farther on a stage her a little more forward within the preand I found myself captivated by the sentation. There was outstanding presperformance. Tight plucks of the bass ence to her voice, making me feel almost
strings were easily followed with the X3, as if I could reach out and touch her. She
yet I found there was some surrendering sounded very present, crisp and clear, yet
of lower frequency weight and overall with a little less warmth. The soundstage,
as depicted by the X3 was broad with
warmth.
One of my favourite test tracks is Shel- good depth – no doubt aided by the echo
by Lynne’s Just a Little Lovin’ album and reverb in the recording, which the X3
- 24/192 FLAC, mastered from original seemed to draw out a little further in the
analog tapes. On the title track, the metro- mix. And, once again, when it came to
nome-like high-hat strikes sounded quick cymbals the X3 demonstrated its uninhiband in time, if only a little short through ited nature – depicting the cymbals with
the X3, as if the tick was there but the tock clarity, focus, and impact.
was fleeting. In contrast, the KEF LS50
Quick, dynamic, punchy, vibrant, excitcaptured the trailing edge more fully, giv- ing and as I said earlier, addictive, is how
ing the high-hat a more lifelike brassy sig- I might encapsulate the Kudos Audio X3
nature. On the opening kick drum strike loudspeaker. Listen to small ensemble
I noted remarkable transient speed of the jazz, acoustic rock or your favourite vohit, if only lacking some fullness and heft. calist and you will be sucked into the lisFollowing the bass line was easy with the tening experience – this is where I feel
X3, as the mid-to-upper end of these notes the X3 particularly shines. That said the
was well articulated, though the lowest X3 does justice to a wide range of music,
extension was somewhat lighter and miss- from classical right through to alternative;
ing some intrinsic grunt. Shelby’s voice though perhaps not the best for metal and
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hip-house. I found that music was relayed
with a distinct energy by the X3 that made
an impression that once heard was hard to
forget. They may not be the last word on
top end finesse or bottom end grunt but
the Kudos X3 nails the fundamentals and
communicates music in an exhilarating
manner. At its price of $4,579 there are
many other capable speakers to choose
from; however, the X3 delivers such a
vivacious and unique experience, it demands an audition.

quickinfo
Kudos Audio
www.kudosaudio.com
Distributed in Canada by
Crown Mountain Imports
www.crownmtnimports.ca
905-441-1142
Kudos Audio X3 Loudspeakers
Price: $4,579 CAD
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